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Abstract
This article is about robots, artificial intelligence, the real purpose of Nature and the role of humanity
in this process. In a series of previous articles[1]-[5], the authors examined some questions of robot technology,
human immortality as well as a totally electronic civilization. In those articles, it was also briefly mentioned the
law of increase of complexity self-copying systems and the purpose of existence of mankind. In this brief
extensive article that theme is presented in more detail which are developed and improved from the first
iteration.

Introduction
A superintelligence is a hypothetical agent that possesses intelligence far surpassing that of the
brightest and most gifted human minds. "Superintelligence" may also refer to a property of problemsolving systems (e.g., superintelligent language translators or engineering assistants) whether or not
these high-level intellectual competencies are embodied in agents that act in the world. A
superintelligence may or may not be created by an intelligence explosion and associated with a
technological singularity.
Charles Robert Darwin (1809 – 1882) was an English naturalist, geologist and biologist,[6] best
known for his contributions to the science of evolution.[6] He established that all species of life have
descended over time from common ancestors[7] and, in a joint publication with Alfred Russel Wallace,
introduced his scientific theory that this branching pattern of evolution resulted from a process that he
called natural selection, in which the struggle for existence has a similar effect to the artificial selection
involved in selective breeding.[6]
Abraham Harold Maslow (1908 – 1970) was an American psychologist who was best known for
creating Maslow's hierarchy of needs, a theory of psychological health predicated on fulfilling innate
human needs in priority, culminating in self-actualization.[7]
Maslow described human needs as ordered in a prepotent hierarchy—a pressing need would need to
be mostly satisfied before someone would give their attention to the next highest need.
Puzzled by the geographical distribution of wildlife and fossils he collected on the voyage, Darwin
began detailed investigations and in 1838 conceived his theory of natural selection.[7]
The theory of the goals of nature, electronic immortality and the ways to achieve it probably first
appeared in [1-5]. In the same place, the question of super-intelligence was explored. After that, a lot of
work on this topic [9-16] appeared and even the Societies dealing with these issues arose.

1. The Law of Natural purpose. Life’s purpose of humanity.
The real purpose of an aggregation of living matter, for a long time, has fascinated human philosophers. These
purposes are obvious to the overwhelming majority of people and they are guided constantly in a daily life. It is
the sensitive struggle for well-being (riches) by the individual and the family, for females or males, for sexual or
other pleasures, for glory, authority etc. We shall name these aims as the local or individual purposes. Only
insignificant numbers of people pursue more overall generalized aims of the particular group or specific
community. But they also can be reduced to the personal purposes meaning that they want popularity, glory or
authority. Charles Robert Darwin [1809-82] had determined these purposes the generalized term " struggle for
existence", understanding under it first of all struggle for existence of the certain kind of alive creatures in
struggle against other kinds of active life forms.
Any human has personal, local, close, regional and spatial and temporal purposes which can vary depending on

Earth’s geophysical and civilization’s developmental period and immediate circumstances. For example, if he is
hungry now, his nearest motivational purpose will be food acquisition.
If he is fed, the nearest purpose can become reception of pleasure, and more distant purpose - riches, glory or
authority.
In this short article, we shall examine only the global purposes of all intelligent life or more overall aims of
all reasonable, switching in concept of Reason not only biological reason, but artificial, electronic and selfdeveloping.
People easily understand the individual, personal, local purposes. If they can choose the primary
(individual) purposes, the secondary aims (of society) somehow to influence, the tertiary purposes (mankind
and all life in Earth’s biosphere), from them not depend. As will be shown, non-observance of them, and
furthermore counter-reaction by it, can result only in slavery or is worse to disappearance of the given kind of
beings or the given reason. Told, it is possible to formulate as the first part of the following law:
Any kind of life or reason has the global purpose determined by a Nature.
What this purpose is will be considered later in this essay.

2. What is alive and what is there a reason (intellect)?
For further consideration, we should specify the concept (term) "alive" (life) and "reason" (intellect, mind).
Under "alive" we shall understand an essence (or community) capable to reproduce (or more perfect essences,
being). The bacteria, plants and alive aggregated discrete packets of matter (in the usual sense) biological
essences, including animals and mankind get under this definition. The artificial electronic essences (Ebeings) may be also the live creatures when we shall teach them to produce themselves, i.e. they can live and
develop (as a society or a reasonable essence) without our further direct/indirect participation.
We shall understand essences as independent reasonable essences capable to build theoretical models of an
environment, to predict its long-term behavior and to transform it in the interests of those concerned. These
three criteria from biological essences of the Earth are answered only by the person. Artificial intellect of that
kind is what exists nowadays, can be trained to first two criteria, but while a little who is engaged in questions
(and its supply) of engineering, of self-manufacture, dooming him/her on a role of servant and the slave to the
biological person (Fig.1).

3. Biological Intellect is the first step to the Natural Purpose.
In articles [1]-[5] the Law of increase of complexity self-copying systems was formulated. All history of
life in the Earth today confirms existence of this law. After the great invention of Nature - self-duplication,
life which was rather quickly improved has appeared, cutting all that was not adapted to external conditions
(the generalized law of Darwin’s ―struggle for existence‖ concept). Microbes, then plants, then animals
appeared. After this, Nature made the next great invention - humanity (intellect). In the beginning have
appeared, the people actively alter a nature under itself, for the needs was generated. Unfortunately, to the
person has got also a heavy heritage (necessary in the unreasonable world) - struggle for the personal, the best
existence - monstrous the set of the individual purposes, emotions and passions, that sharply brakes the unique
society’s progress.
In previous articles, it is shown conclusively what must be overcome. This contradiction is possibly the
only transition to following to a higher level of Reason (Intellect) - an electronic society which will be
relieved of many defects of a human society (money-making, individual reaches, sexual instincts, aspiration
to authority, racial and religious conflicts, time emotions such as ageing). The society which will not require
food, dwelling, air, the non-polluting environment, health services, will not spend decades for cultivation and
training of posterity and spend on all this huge (99.9 %) effort and means. An electronic Society can live on
the majority of planets without air, waters and energy from suns.

4. What is God?
Who such God, that he from himself represents, where he lives, plainly does not know. Believers and

attendants of religious cults can only tell that the God is an omnipotent reasonable being. Actions attributed
earlier to God as, for example, a thunder, a lightning, creation of the world, the person and many others as it is
established by a science, are simply natural phenomena, submit to the certain physical laws and some of them,
as for example, the thunder and a lightning can be reproduced artificially.

Fig.1. Robot of NASA as austronavt.
In consciousness of the majority of people the God associated with a certain reasonable omnipotent (all–
powerful) being which can affect everyone. But whether the being which can all what is possible? The
elementary question: "Can God create a stone which he cannot lift?" - at once nonpluses (to be nonplused)
theologians of all organized religions. If he cannot lift it, is he not an omnipotent being? If create such stone he
cannot, there is a similar question. I.e., the exertive force of God is relative. He seems to us all-powerful only in
the decision of those problems (tasks), which to us not under force. And that, probably, are not all.
The second moment above which nobody reflects, but is meant automatically in sub-consciousness everyone:
above the God there is no heads to which he submits. Otherwise, that it for God and the omnipotent Creator
above which is stronger essence to which he is compelled to submit and carry out another's will. Below the God
has subordinates - for example, the angels having certain force, but all of them more poorly and carry out will
of the God.
So, that we can understand all as the God, is the strongest reasonable essence limited in the actions probably
only laws of a nature.
The Nature is for expediency taken here represents itself as the English Parliament, the American Congress or
Russian Duma. It establishes physical Laws which are identical to all and can not be broken even by the God
acting as the President of given period and region, and it is possible also all known Universe.
Local Gods are possible (probable) while there are no contacts and it does not know about other Gods in other
parts of the Universe. But, as soon as facts about them become known, the main thing becomes stronger God
(the God of region with higher scientific and technical power). In this sense, the God is always one, and all
others (at the best) can be only angels.

5. Super Intelledgeis the purpose given to mankind by Nature
But, if to agree that the God is the strongest essence (in sense of opportunities of reorganization of
environmental validity), from here at once it generally follows, man (more exact a human society as a whole) is
a God in this Solar System. Nobody doubts that man is the most reasonable and powerful essence on the Earth.
He is reasonable because he has learned (found out) much about the device of the world, has constructed
theoretical models of environmental validity (starting, beginning) from a microcosm and finishing model of the
Universe, weight of theories which perfectly work. Actively uses these models and theories for alteration of the
Earth, for flights into surrounding Space of the Universe. People have created powerful industry, the huge
geographical regions under planted crops necessary to feed and clothe and manage vast herds of animals. In
relation to all alive terrestrial world a Person is the God, which in a condition to liquidate (or to make happy) any
separate representative of the terrestrial alive world or even the whole kinds of alive essences. Earlier I gave an
example, that a person can with but one kick can destroy an anthill which ants built and requiredthem years to
build. And the religious ant seeing only just a distance of one centimeter, with their degree of intellectual
development, will perceive it as act of nature or the divine punishment.
But the person (i.e. the mankind) is the God and in this Solar System. It is already precisely established that on
any other of the planets of this Solar System there are no reasonable life essences which could compete to the
person on intellectual development. Moreover, most likely there are not even microbes. And about reasonable
essences in our Milky Way Galaxy or the Universe, we do not know also they of us in anything do not limit.
But some people can object, that many people are unfortunate, have no itself the most necessary. But why you
think, that the God or his angels all are happy? You think so because they can solve your problems at one stroke.
But they have problems in which they are engaged also which make their happy or unfortunate.
The Nature has made the person (mankind) the strongest biological essence on the Earth and in this Solar
System, i.e. the local God. And if he wants, that he was not enthralled by other Gods (as we have enthralled all
alive on the Earth), he has a unique way - to become the God of our Milky Way Galaxy, and later to be the God
of the Universe. This Global and unique Purpose of Humanity is given by Nature. And the sooner humanity
realizes this aim, and will dedicatedly aspire to it, then the better humanity’s chance to avoid slavery by higher
reasons (non-Solar System Aliens?) and to not appear in a category of the lowest reasonable essences (Fig.2).

6. An Electronic Civilization is the second step of Humanity.
For creation of the first biological reason the Nature has the single method known in science as "Trials and
errors method". This testing method is markedly inefficient. Nature has spent hundreds of millions of years, has
done billions and billions of such typical experiments (tests). As a matter of fact, each of billions every possible
connections of atoms and molecules were trial experiments. The first revolutionary break was made, when have
appeared self-reproduction alive organisms (viruses, bacteria) allowed to keep and develop the achieved casual
useful results and then to combine from them plants and animals.
The second break has taken place, when the Reason carried out a purposefulgenetical selection. That
accelerates the promotion to the Purpose by millions times.
However, the biological and reasonable civilization spends for movement to the Purpose only insignificant part
of its resource. As the biological essence, the person requires food, a sheltering dwelling, heating (cooling), rest,
entertainments, sex, sleep. Person is trained extremely slowly, overlooks, mistakes, etc.

The 99.9 % of forces and resources the mankind spends on maintenance of his existence. The 0.1 %
of resources, which goes ostensibly on development of new engineering, actually goes on development
of technologies developed by the advanced countries. Practically speaking, a thousand shares of
interest from the gross revenue go on development of new technologies or getting of new knowledge,
and their perspectives is determined officials of a science and more often object of development they
define (determine) incorrectly.

Fig.2. Diagram (Pyramid) of the development of Reason, Knowledge and Power of Mind over Nature .
(Ten stadies)
10. The appearance of planets with water, energy (star, internal heat) and gas atmosphere.
9. The appearance of plants and micro-organisms (primitive biological life. Natural transformation of the environment).
8. The appearance of mobile organic beings (sea and land animals, birds).
7. The emergence of intelligent beings, consciously transforming nature for themselves (agriculture, livestock).
6. The emergence of science and industry.
5, Wide access to space, cheap nuclear power and electronics (beginning now).
4. Electronic intelligent beings and space settlements.
3. Wide development of the nearest stellar systems and transformation of the nuclei elements (transformation
of nuclei into each other).
2. The development of the galas and the transformation of celestial bodies (instent information transfer, teleportation).
1. Creation of the new Universes.

But in heart of human scientific and technical progress it was already planned new revolutionary
break which will speed up the science-technical progress by a thousand times and will subsequently
allow us to proceed (pass) to a new kind of Reason - an electronic civilization. More detail about this
is provided in my articles [1]- [16]. Journalists and visionaries have a fairly impaired image of
electronic Reason - representing him in a kind of stupid (blunt) clumsy robots which are unable to
compete with the "clever" person and at the very best are capable to be at him a maid. And if in a
complex of all abilities of the person while it so, in any simple problems (tasks) which are giving in to
algorithmization, the computer works speedily and more consistently than the best-trained person.
While the computer does not have enough comprehension own "I am", the own interests,sensors for
studying an external world and "hands" for own reproduction and perfection [4]. But all this is
acquirable (that is, coming with time’s passage). While Gordon E. Moore’s Law announced in 1965
operates - each one and a half - two year speed and memory of computers is doubled. Capacity
(operation speed) of supercomputers hasalready passed for 100 teraflops and supercomputers by
capacity more than 1000 teraflops are projected. So E-essences (see [2] - [3]) abilities not only are
achieved a human level, but also will exceed human level.

7. Electronic immortality as a way of transition to an Electronic Civilization.
The overwhelming majority of people intuitively feel and see in artificial interlingua the
enemy, which can supersede the person from his command positions in the local world (from
a position of the local God) to subordinate to itself and, at the best, to use as we use cows,
sheep, hens and other live-stock animals, who are below in relation to the omnipotent
intellectual development of the single person. While philosophers, journalists, writers assure
the inhabitant fairytales, that computers are machines which work only under the goad of
programming and basically can not be cleverer than the person. As though the brain of the
person is filled the programs of training, knowledge, life experience. The person in all typical
situations uses the knowledge (program) and acts (reacts) typically. Emotions only are an
estimation of actions and situations.
But the brain of the person, practically, has not changed (memory size and speed) for, at
least, the last thousand years, while abilities of artificial intellect are doubled each one and a
half to two years. The winner in such competition - is obvious. And fears of the person for the
destiny as biological essence are proved. But to block development of the artificial intellect, to
brake and halt the movement to the Great Purpose of Nature, is the refusal to be the God of
the Universe, to doom itself on enthrallment or even destruction by others more developed
alien Electronic Civilizations - also not an exit). That is death impasse (dead-end, deadlock).
In the articles [3] - [5] I offer a unique output (exit) acceptable to mankind from an impasse gradual transition of mankind in an electronic immortality. The person lives the usual
biological life which full history enters in chips, and at the end of life all his (her) history is
located in an electronic brain and he/she continues to live already in new electronic shape. In
this shape the person does not require food, dwelling, water, air or sleep. He can travel in
space outside the Earth-biosphere or in at the bottom of any ocean without a survival suit, be
supported by nuclear batteries, change shape at individual desire, out-of-body travel on other
planets (teleportation), copying contents of the brain (soul [3]), to the rented body sent there
by a laser-beam. He becomes immortal and cannot be destroyed by any weapon because he
can store (keep) contents of the brain (soul) separately and will be restored (to revive) after
full destruction.
In the article [3], the main problem (task) is solved - how to copy the basic maintenance
(contents) of a brain of the person into the chips and as it to make using modern already
existing engineering and without intervention in activity of a brain.
Only full idiots will refuse immortality! Besides the second obstacle - fear is removed also,
that the electronic reason will enthrall a biological mankind. E-essences will remember the
origin and hardly will want to enthrall or destroy their parents and relatives. Let us believe,
what even to monkeys you would concern on another if you remember as in the past, being
still monkeys, you skipped and jumped on trees. Most likely the birthrate of people will fall or
the biological civilization will be limited. That will be gradually transformed in Electronic
Civilization (Fig.3).

8. What can we await from other, alien civilizations?
Many people assign their big hopes for search and the help of other, more advanced
civilizations. People think about biological civilizations automatically and frequently assume
their shape is close to shape of usual people. Well, unless the nose, chin, eyes or ears are
unusual! Somehow the automatic device considers, that as they more development also more
humane and will share immediately the knowledge and to help us.

Fig. 3. Japan creator Hiroshi Ishugure together with his electron copy.
I want to show, that in scientific and technical progress the mankind can hope only on itself.
Backward (technically) and even equal civilizations of anything can not give us. More
advanced (especially strongly left forward) civilization will be only a signal for us, that our
civilization has lost Space Race to the Supreme Mind (Reason) and we are now awaiting
enslavement and ultimate disappearance. Really, present, that you have met the certain
human primitive tribe living in caves, and they ask you to share knowledge. You explain as
arranges a nuclear reactor as it is possible to make the plane, the computer, the TV as by
radio it is possible to communicate with places thousands of kilometers distant. You will not
be understood, and even if they will believe that such is possible, all this knowledge for them
are useless, for using them it is necessary to have the big state with the population in
hundreds of millions of active persons, with co-existing powerful industry (i.e., it is necessary
TO HAVE this knowledge ALREADY!), It is necessary to train hundreds of thousands of the
scientists, engineers, technicians, material workers ( all this i requires accumulation of
hundreds years of learning and huge physical and material means). In best case, you can
train them in producing of the bow and spear with bone tips. But how to do it, most likely, they
already have guessed and make better weapons without your help.
You will understand that this primitive tribe living is behind us technologically by some
thousand years. But take two- three hundreds years back when electricity (the first galvanic
cell was not invented until 1799 by A.G.A.A. Volta [1745-1827]). And the good space
newcomer starts to explain you about transfer of energy on wires, or communication and
transfer of images by means of electromagnetic waves, or the device of an electric motor.
And you at all have no concept, that such electricity does not have the electric-radio-television
industry. Whether you can understand and furthermore to use this knowledge? These most
200-300 years, the big money will be necessary for you to create the scientific - engineering
staff and to construct the appropriate industries. For this time of knowledge and the industry
of aliens so far will leave forward, that you can not compete with them.
And with what reasons the space newcomers will share the technologies. Imagine that
astronauts have found monkeys, cows or pigs on Mars. You think what cosmonauts will be

thrown to train them in all knowledge which has got mankind? So why do people not make it
on the Earth? And if people plant and feed them, they make it only to use them in food, or to
receive milk, wool—that is, harvested resources without death. All fauna and animals of the
Earth have lagged behind in the development from the person and became his slaves. They
exist only in the frameworks, allocated to them by the men and only in interests of mankind.
Moreover, the people do not want to share the knowledge and high technologies even with
other people and the states on the Earth. Numerous secrets, patents, a know-how put the
purpose to keep achievements advanced technically the states. And they can be understood.
If the advanced states kept a secret manufacture of explosives and fire-arms, terrorists would
have at the order only a bow and spear and could not render such harm to the advanced
countries.

9. Great Space Race.
In scientific and technical progress the person should hope ONLY for himself. Moreover,
the mankind can squeeze out ONLY in one case if it will be the most advanced in scientific
and technical progress, with the most powerful industry in the Universe. I.e., it wants that
whether or not, the mankind (and then and an electronic society) is compelled to participate in
Great Space Race of Knowledge and Technologies.
Mankind has achieved a power of the local God in this Solar System. His main task and the
purpose imposed to him by the Nature to begin the God in our Galaxy, and then in all
universe. This is our greatest happiness, that the space newcomers have not arrived to
enslave or harass us. That is a mark that we are the most advanced, knowing and technically
advanced, possibly even in our Milky Way Galaxy. This race is infinite because Knowledge is
unlimited. It does not mean that mankind will keep the biological environment (Earthbiosphere). First, mankind is transformed to an electronic society, then in process of growth of
the knowledge and technologies - in (maybe) proton, quantum or quark society and so on
indefinitely. Each step will be jerk forward on the basis of new knowledge and technologies
and each step will accelerate scientific - technological progress in hundreds and thousand
times. Most likely all advanced community will represent the certain distributed (allocated)
collective Reason (as will be based on one general (common) base of knowledge. It is
possible, that this Reason (Supreme Mind) will reach (achieve) such power that can create
the new universe. And even to operate Laws of the Universe.
Hardly will it be the God in present human understanding who is interested in each person
separately and sponsors him. We, being Gods in a defined Solar System, are not interested
in life of each ant and even a separate ant-hill. We solve the global (from the point of view of
an ant) problems: To cut down woods, to plough up the ground, to plant gardens, to irrigate
desert, - not beginning from existence on this ground of numerous ant hills. Believing ants all
events will be think as act of nature or the divine punishment.

10. One alternative - or the Super-Intelligent (God), or either slavery and
destruction.
All told, these concepts can shock many people emotionally, especially religious believers.
They lift shout: and where humanism, kindness, mutual aid, feelings, etc. On all these
emotions of people is possible one answer: look at a history of people, on all these
uncountable bloody wars, struggle for authority, bloody dictatorships, greedy money-making,

deceit, murders, terrorism. The human society is not ideal. It is good yet, that our society has
any scientific and technical progress.
But there can be a purpose of mankind another. Certainly, everyone will speak that purpose
which is favorable to him or his estate: churchmen, that is necessary to pray, endow churches
more and the God will give all; communists, that it is necessary more to work and suffer of a
need for the sake of light fantastic future and general happiness (communism); party leaders that is necessary to vote for them and they will solve all problems of the population etc. The
true global purposes of mankind are still the biggestsource of humanity’s widespread
confusion.
But the elementary analysis of a history of life and scientific and technical progress on the
Earth shows, that humanity has only one alternative: or to be the God of the universe, or
come under authority of stronger (in sense of Alien Knowledge) the God who has been given
birth on other planet, other civilization.
And the last means only one - slavery, loss of an opportunity of independent development (as
all fauna of the Earth has lost it after jerk in development of the mankind) and finally
destruction or final disappearance.
We want it whether or not, but we are participants of Great Space Race to the God (Great
and almighty Reason). Probably, we ahead of all nearest Universe known to us (any signals
or attributes of other Reason it is not revealed yet). And we should keep this leadership if we
want to exist. After all told the Law of the Purpose can be formulated in a final kind:
Any kind of life or reason has the global purpose determined by Nature. This purpose
is creation of the strong real God (Super-Intelligent) or the Supreme Mind (Reason)
rebuilding the environmental validity under itself.
The present-day organized religions along with their sub-groupings, based that the God
already exists and cares of people, dooms mankind to slavery, on position of cattle on a farm
of which the owner cares. Even if it is so, he cares not from altruism, kindness and love of to
an animal, and as well as the person having from the benefit as any owner of a farm plants
cattle for the sake of incomes of meat of milk, wool, skins, eggs et cetera. And at the
necessary moment sends the cattle on knackery. The religion plays the important positive role
in creation of public morals (if it does not preach murder), but has a negative role
propagandizing - that the person is a slave of God.
Such prospect, suggestion and comprehension of the slavery, is the worse that it is possible
to think up for the freedom-loving Person.
Present war with terrorism is war of the old world which began to understand, that to its end
will be fast into the new scientifically technical world. The Islam, terror and condemned men is
only means by means of which the retarded world tries to delay, stop or divert scientific and
technical progress
More than a decade ago, I wrote that artificial intellect sooner or later far will exceed human
abilities. I was derided, mocked and ignored. But already, now, half of all recognized experts,
setting artful questions to the computer, can not define - the average person or the computer
answered them. And nearby times when the majority of them can not determine with who
talks on Internet. And a gold medal and $100,000 (Loubner-prize) will be received by the
creator (founder) of the first artificial intellect. If to this to add, that Japanese scientists have
produced the humanoid robot: the beauty woman, who (while sitting) reproduces the majority
of movements and a women mimicry, you start to understand, why clever Americans after film
"Artificial Intellect" by the Hollywood film-maker Spielberg (mockeries above АI) have created
a Society for Protection of the Robot Rights.

11. The current purpose and the main ways of scientific and technical
progress.
―What must we make for this purpose now?‖–all truly thoughtful readers will ask. The answer
is simple: for this purpose it is necessary to pay greater attention to scientific and technical
progress, its mainstreams. From an overall objective we should: development of computer
engineering, knowledge of the device and development of the Universe, studying of a
microcosm.
Development of computer technologies will allow us and our delegates to do qualitative and
very important jump - having dug mankind in immortality, will allow speeding up scientific and
technical progress repeatedly. The knowledge of the Universe and development of beyondthe-planet space engineering will accelerate the assimilation of the Universe as well as the
totalized knowledge of a microcosm (the device of nucleus of chemical elements, elementary
particles, quarks etc.) will allow receiving new materials and powerful energy sources.

12. Conclusion and Summary.
Precise comprehension of a role of mankind in the Nature, - is extremely important for the
natural purpose of the purpose of its existence for a correct choice of the general direction of
movement of a society. The god as an able essence is not that other as higher Reason
(Supreme Mind). He will be created by scientific and technical progress. The mankind already
became the God (the Supreme Mind, Reason) in our Solar System and the Nature has given
mankind an opportunity to participate in Great Space Race of Reasons to become the God of
our Milky Way Galaxy, and then it is possible also the God of the Universe in the form of
Great Reason.
The mankind should soon realize the applicability of this concept; this great natural purpose
and the opportunity given to him/her and to do everything, to borrow (occupy) leading
position, to not appear in slavery at higher civilizations, and even to disappear from the
Universe. In this race mankind can hope only on itself. The only means of victory is our own
scientific and technical progress and knowledge of the world environmental about us.
The transfer of human consciousness to chips was proposed by the author in his works [1] –
[5]. A person should record everything that he sees, hears, does and feels in microchips
throughout his life. This will all be brought into its mechanical body (head) (after its biological
death), typical actions, reactions, relations, etc. are revealed. Added programs for recognition,
awareness of their "I", the purpose of existence, learning, self-improvement and protection.
Such an electronic "person" will quickly improve, because in a fraction of a second can
rewrite in his electronic brain huge knowledge and can differ from his ancestor as a man
differs from monkeys.
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